
 

PMF9D22 Wood Pellet Making Machine 

 

 

 

Parameters: 

 

Model Engine  Power Capacity Net/ 

Gross Weight 

Packing Size 

with Engine 

Packing Size 

without Engine 

PMF9D22 Diesel 22Hp 330～662(lb) 617/684(lb) 61*33*39(in) 46*33*33(in) 

 Warranty: 1 Year  Pellet Size: Can Adjust By Your Demand 

 

 Wood Pellet Making Machine Details: 

 



 
 

Roller Parts: Rollers are the core parts for making pellets. The rollers of our pellet making 

machines are made of precise material of alloy metal which makes the roller anti-bearable and 

no easy to broken. The simplest pellet making machine has one pair of rollers. But now, the new 

developed flat die pellet maker have two or three pair of rollers which have bigger capacity of 

making pellets. 

Die Parts: The die parts have many holes for extruding material for compressed into formation of 

pellets. The holes of die have 6-8 mm diameter for your choose or we can make as your required. 

 

Wood Pellet Making Machine Packaging Details: 

 
Payment Terms: L/C T/T 

Package: Wood Case 

Delivery Time: 20 Days 

 

Biomass Pellets Produced By This Pellet Making Machine: 
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Buy wood pellet making machine from USA Pellet Mill Shop: CE certified biomass pellet maker for 

sale online. Fast Shipping, Great After-Sale Service! 

Looking For Biomass Pellet Makers for Sale? Get The Fact First! 

As the core part of biomass pellet production line, biomass pellet maker or diesel pellet mill 

largely affects the profits of pellet making business. So think twice when pay for the wood pellet 

making machine. Generally speaking, there are two choices for you, pellet making machine with 

flat die and pellet making machine with ring die. At pelletmillshop.com, we usually promote for 

sale flat die pellet making machines. In most cases, flat die pellet maker is suitable for small-scale 

to medium-scale pellet making business or family pellets pressing. It could be called the smallest 

pellet making machine except mini pellet maker. 
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Pellet roller and pellet die are the two most important components of biomass pellet maker. With 

the help of pressure and heat, the raw materials shape into cylinder when forced through the 

pellet die by the roller. When choosing the right wood pellet making machine, pay more attention 

to pellet dies because the pellet quality depends largely on the design of pellet machine die. The 

die of a good pellet making machine should be resistance to abrasion and breakage. Among 

various pellet die materials, high alloy steel is the optimal choice. 

 

Wood Pellet Making Machine and Biomass Pellets 

A wood pellet making machine is more durable when compared to feed pellet maker. As the 

result of high density, woody biomass material needs higher pressure and more heat during the 

forming process. So, for large scale pellet making process, you should buy some additional 

equipment such as a conditioner and steam. 

Wood Pellet Making Machine for Sale and Free Consultation Service 

With professional experience of various biomass materials pelletizing process, while selling pellet 

making machines, we also offer a free consultation service on pellet machine operating and 

adjustment.  

Also, if you are interested in our pellet machines and want e in-depth understanding, you are 

welcome to contact us! We are glad to communicate with you in some visualized way such as 

pellet pressing videos and manufacturing photos. If you are the beginner of pellet making 

machine for wood, we are pleased to recommend you the right wood pellet making machine 

depending on your specific conditions and demands including your raw material, pellet 

productivity required. 

 

 

Interested In Pelleting Or Pellet Machine? 

Contact us now, and our service team will give you a detail introduction of biomass pellets and 

pellet machines. All your consultations are FREE! 

 

http://www.pelletmillshop.com/Pellet-Machine-for-Wood-ZLSP-120A.html
http://www.pelletmillshop.com/Biomass-Pellet-Making-Machines


E-mail: info@pelletmillshop.com 
Our office staff is available to answer your questions, Monday through Friday, from 8:00 to 4pm 

(CST) 

 


